Abstract-In this paper, we provide and study a general framework that facilitates the development of distributed mechanisms to achieve full utilization of multihop wireless networks. In particular, we describe a generic randomized routing, scheduling, and flow control scheme that allows for a set of imperfections in the operation of the randomized scheduler to account for potential errors in its operation. These imperfections enable the design of a large class of low-complexity and distributed implementations for different interference models. We study the effect of such imperfections on the stability and fairness characteristics of the system and explicitly characterize the degree of fairness achieved as a function of the level of imperfections. Our results reveal the relative importance of different types of errors on the overall system performance and provide valuable insight to the design of distributed controllers with favorable fairness characteristics. In the second part of the paper, we focus on a specific interference model, namely the secondary interference model, and develop distributed algorithms with polynomial communication and computation complexity in the network size. This is an important result given that earlier centralized throughput-optimal algorithms developed for such a model relies on the solution to an NP-hard problem at every decision. This results in a polynomial complexity cross-layer algorithm that achieves throughput optimality and fair allocation of network resources among the users. We further show that our algorithmic approach enables us to efficiently approximate the capacity region of a multihop wireless network.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE has been considerable recent interest in developing network protocols to achieve the multiple objectives of throughput maximization and fair allocation of resources among competing users. Much of the work in wireless communication networks has focused on centralized control and has developed throughput-optimal policies (e.g., [16] , [32] , and [43] ). However, these policies do not directly lend themselves to distributed implementation, which is essential in practice. In this paper, we provide a class of randomized routing, scheduling and flow control algorithms that achieve throughput-optimal and fair resource allocations that is amenable to distributed implementation with polynomial communication and computation complexity.
In their seminal work, Tassiulas and Ephremides developed a joint routing-scheduling algorithm that stabilizes the network whenever the arrival rate of the exogenous flows are within the stability (capacity) region. In [42] , Tassiulas showed that randomized algorithms can be used to achieve maximum throughput in input queued switches with linear computational complexity. To improve the exponentially high delay performance of [42] , [19] introduced randomized algorithms for switches. Other research-for example, [1] , [16] , [24] , [32] , and [36] - [39] -has contributed to the analysis of centralized throughput optimal policies in wireless networks.
In this paper, we provide a scheduling-routing algorithm combined with a congestion controller for a general system model whereby multihop flows are considered. Following the approach of [29] , we allow various types of errors to occur during the scheduling operation, which facilitates the design of distributed implementations. One of the main contributions of the paper is the explicit characterization of the effect of different types of errors on the overall performance. Additionally, this paper contributes to the study of resource allocation in multihop wireless networks in several fundamental ways.
First, we propose a generic cross-layer mechanism with three components: a randomized scheduling component and a routing component (implemented by the network nodes) aimed at allocating resources to the flows efficiently, and a dual congestion control component (implemented at the sources) aimed at regulating the flow rates to achieve fairness. To facilitate distributed implementation, several types of imperfections are allowed in the scheduler, as in [29] . In this paper, we further add a routing component to the framework to optimally steer multihop traffic and a congestion control component that regulates the flow rates to achieve fair division of the resources among flows, where fairness is defined using the utility-maximization framework of Kelly et al. [22] , [23] and further improved in subsequent works [27] , [40] , [46] . Second, we study the proximity of the achieved rate allocation with generic cross-layer scheme to the fair allocation and explicitly characterize the performance loss as a function of the imperfections of the underlying scheduler. Moreover, by revealing the relative importance of different types of errors on the performance, our analysis also yields principles for efficient design of distributed network controllers.
Third, for the secondary interference model, 1 we show that our cross-layer mechanism can be implemented via distributed algorithm. This approach involves the operation of two sequential algorithms. A novel feature of these algorithms is their operation on an appropriately constructed conflict graph. The use of the conflict graph leads to a partitioning of the network, whereby the decisions can be made independently in different partitions. Moreover, the operations on the conflict graph can be mapped into network-level operations using the special structure of the problem. These distributed algorithms not only achieve throughput-optimal and fair allocations, but also have polynomial communication and computation complexity.
Finally, our policy suggests an algorithmic method of estimating the stability region of multihop wireless networks, which is otherwise a very difficult task to characterize.
This work differs from our earlier relevant works [12] - [14] in that: [12] studies the performance cross-layer algorithm with a pick-and-compare scheduler, but without any errors and does not propose any specific implementable algorithm; [13] proposes a low-complexity algorithm, but still does not allow for any errors; [14] allows for errors, but only allows single-hop traffic and, thus, has no routing component. Other related works include [11] , [26] , [28] , and [44] , which develop distributed algorithms that guarantee 50% utilization of the stability region for a primary interference model. 2 While distributed implementation of these algorithms is possible, this comes at the cost of sacrificing a significant portion of the capacity of the network (see, for example, [5] and [6] ). As more general interference models are considered, even more of the capacity of the network needs to be sacrificed for distributed implementation (e.g., [7] and [45] ). For example, in the case of a secondary interference model with the grid topology, distributed implementation can only guarantee 12.5% of the capacity of the network. [29] also used [42] to develop distributed schedulers by utilizing Gossip mechanisms.
More recently, the throughput performance of greedy maximal matching schedulers is investigated for general interference models and geometric graphs [20] , which proves that 1/6 of the stability region is guaranteed to be achievable by such schedulers. In other recent works [4] , [21] , distributed schedulers are proposed with attractive delay characteristics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model and our goal. In Section III, we describe a generic randomized scheme for scheduling-routingcongestion control and prove its throughput-optimality and fairness properties. In Section V, we use the randomized scheme to design and analyze distributed algorithms for the secondary interference model. Finally, in Section VI, we provide simulation results.
Throughout the paper, we denote the dot product of two vectors, say and as .
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND GOAL
Consider a wireless network that is represented by an undirected graph, which has a node set (with cardinality ) and a link set (with cardinality ). We assume a time slotted system with synchronized nodes, where each slot is long enough to accommodate a single packet transmission over each link in unless there is interference. We refer to the flow that enters the network at node and leaves it at node as 2 In the primary interference model, each feasible allocation consists of links that do not share a node, i.e., each feasible allocation is a matching.
Flow-
. We let denote the vector of arrivals to the network in slot , with corresponding to the arrivals for Flow-. We use the notation to denote the mean flow rate of Flowin slot , i.e., . Then, the mean flow rate of Flowis defined as whenever it exists. We consider a general interference model specified by a set of link-pairs that interfere with each other, i.e., when their concurrent transmissions collide. We assume that if two interfering links are activated in a slot, both transmissions fail. Note that this includes a large class of graph-theoretic interference models considered in the scheduling literature (e.g., the primary interference model [6] , [26] , [44] , [35] or the secondary interference model [2] , [7] , [45] ).
We use to denote a link allocation vector (or schedule) at time , and to denote the set of feasible allocations where a feasible allocation is a set of links in which no two links interfere with each other. We introduce the notation to distinguish packets destined for different nodes:
At any given slot is 1 if link serves a packet destined for node in that slot, and 0 otherwise. This implies that for all . At each node, a buffer (queue) is maintained for each destination. We let denote the length of the queue at node destined for node at the beginning of slot . Evolution of when satisfies (1) where . Also is a shorthand for the maximum number of packets that can be internally routed to node that are destined for node . Similarly, are the maximum number of packets that can leave node and are destined for node . When we set for all because in that case the packets have already reached their destination.
Next, we introduce the concepts of network stability and capacity region. The capacity (stability) region is the set of for which there exists an algorithm that can stabilize the network. 3 Given the general model described above, our goal is to design distributed algorithms that achieve throughput-optimality and fair allocation of the network resources among the flows. Following the extensive literature on the topic (e.g., [15] , [32] , [39] , and [43] ), we call a policy throughput-optimal if it can support any mean flow rate in the capacity region without violating the network stability. 3 Note that, under this definition, the capacity region is monotone, i.e., if x 2 C, then y x (component-wise) must also be in C.
To define fairness, we use the "utility maximization" framework of economics: With each flow, say Flow-, we associate a utility function , of the mean flow rates whereby is a measure of the utility gained by Flowfor the mean flow rate . We assume, based on the law of diminishing returns, that the function is concave and nondecreasing for all flows. Then, a mean flow rate vector is referred to as a fair allocation if it is an optimal solution of the convex optimization problem (2) Hence, a fair allocation is a mean flow rate vector that maximizes the aggregate utility over all flows in the network. It is known that by defining appropriately, different types of fairness, such as proportional or max-min fairness, can be achieved [15] , [22] , [23] , [25] , [27] , [31] , [40] .
III. GENERIC CROSS-LAYER SCHEME
In this section, we provide the description of a generic congestion control-routing-scheduling scheme that achieves the throughput-optimality and fairness goals of Section II. The scheme combines ideas from recently studied congestion controllers designed for wireless networks (e.g., [8] , [15] , [26] , [31] , [41] ) and the randomized scheduling strategy introduced by Tassiulas in his seminal work [42] . Our algorithm not only extends the use of randomized scheme of [42] to multihop networks with general interference models, but also utilizes the parallel use of a dual congestion controller to achieve fairness.
The generic scheme is composed of three components: the scheduling and routing components that are implemented by the network and the congestion control component that is implemented by the users (or the sources of the flows). The scheduling component builds on two algorithms: one called PICK, which randomly picks a feasible allocation satisfying a specific condition [see (5) ]; and the other called UPDATE, which contains a network-wide comparison operation [see (6) ]. In the operation of PICK and UPDATE algorithms, we allow for various types of imperfections and relaxations to accommodate errors and to facilitate distributed implementations. We will comment on the nature of these imperfections and relaxations after the description of the cross-layer scheme. The routing component determines which packets to be served over which links so as to optimize their routes. Finally, the congestion controller component adjusts the rate of injected traffic into the network to fully utilize the resources, i.e., to solve (2) .
The scheme operates in stages, each stage containing a finite number of time slots where the number of slots is a design choice. The scheduling-routing and congestion control decision is updated at the beginning of each stage and is kept unmodified throughout the stage.
Definition 3 (Generic Cross-Layer Scheme): The cross-layer algorithm is composed of three components: a randomized scheduler with imperfections characterized by the parameters ; a routing component that steers packets toward optimal paths; and a congestion controller component that regulates the amount of injected traffic into the network to maximize the network utilization. Next, we describe each of these components.
SCHEDULING
COMPONENT: The scheduling component determines the service rates of all the links in the network, namely by performing the following operations.
• At stage for each link we define its weight as (3) which is also referred to as the maximum differential backlog ( [16] , [32] ) of link .
• Let the optimum feasible allocation for be (4) where and are defined subsequent to (1).
• PICK: Scheduler randomly picks any feasible allocation that satisfies, for some fixed for all and (5) • UPDATE: The schedule for time is updated such that it satisfies (6) for some .
ROUTING COMPONENT: Once the link rate vector is determined by the scheduler, the router determines which packets to transmit over them.
• Let . Then,
-if Serve packets from to and -if Serve packets from to .
Before describing the congestion controller component, we remark that the parameters in the above scheduler capture different type of imperfections and relaxations. relaxes the constraint of picking the optimum feasible allocation in each iteration, hence, significantly reduces the complexity of this operation. captures the potential errors in the computation of the total weight of the randomly selected schedule. captures the potential errors in the comparison of the weights of the previous and the random scheduler. The imperfections included in the scheduling component are likely to occur when randomized or distributed methods are employed to perform these operations.
DUAL CONGESTION CONTROL COMPONENT:
• Let denote the queue-length vector at the beginning of stage . Then, each node, say generates packets to be transmitted to node for each such that (7) where and are positive scalars, and is used to denote .
Notice that (7) is equivalent to solving (8) and also note that if there exists no flow from to we can define to get .
Our goal in this work is to understand the effect of the imperfections captured by parameters on the optimality (or fairness) characteristics of the cross-layer mechanism. Our framework covers various schedulers that are introduced in the literature (e.g., [29] , [34] , [42] ). In particular, [34] yields a scheduler for the first-order interference model with and where is a design parameter. Also, [29] contains algorithms with as well as gossip-based algorithms with arbitrarily small parameters. None of these works, however, contain a study of the cross-layer scheme with congestion control. Hence, our analysis of the generic cross-layer scheme will be directly applicable to all these cases. In Section V, we will introduce a new algorithm that is applicable to higher order interference models and use our results to show that it achieves optimality using operations that grow polynomially with the number of nodes.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the throughput-optimality and fairness properties of the proposed generic cross-layer scheme. Our analysis relies on the notions of -relaxed stability region and -fair allocation, which we define next.
Definition 4( -Relaxed Stability Region, ): Definition 5 ( -Fair Allocation, ):
Note that as , we have . Let us define a new state, which forms a Markov Chain under our generic cross-layer scheme.
In the following theorem, we focus on the scheduling-routing component of the algorithm by assuming that the mean flow rates lie inside the -relaxed stability region. Here, we assume that the arrivals are inelastic, i.e., their statistics are not modified throughout the operation of the scheduling-routing component. Later, we will add the congestion control component into the framework.
Theorem 1: Assume that is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 4 for all and flows with . Assume that is chosen such that where is the maximum degree of the network, and and are the parameters of the generic cross-layer scheme.
Let the Lyapunov function be defined as . Then, for any mean arrival vector the scheduling-routing policy guarantees, for some finite where is a bounded positive number and is a positive constant.
Proof: The proof is moved to the Appendix. An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is provided next.
Corollary 1: The generic cross-layer algorithm stabilizes any traffic with a mean flow rate vector lying inside . Proof: Pick to be larger but arbitrarily close to . Then, from Theorem 1, we have for some . This shows that the Foster-Lyapunov criterion is satisfied (see, e.g., [3] ), and, therefore, we must have . The scheduling-routing component of the above algorithm is based on [42] , whereby the existing feasible allocation is compared to a randomly picked feasible allocation, and the one with the larger total weight is implemented in the next stage. The same strategy is also used in a recent work [29] that develops another deterministic distributed algorithm for the primary interference model and randomized algorithms based on gossiping techniques that are applicable to more general interference models. In other works (e.g., [26] and [6] , [7] , [20] , [34] , and [45] ), low-complexity implementations have been proposed at the expense of different levels of efficiency loss for the primary interference model. However, many of these results are not applicable in the higher interference models scenarios.
The next theorem studies the impact of the parameters in the proposed cross-layer mechanism on its stability and fairness characteristics. Earlier works in this context (e.g., [15] , [26] , [31] , and [41] ) are applicable only to the case of a centralized scheduler. Below, we extend these results in the presence of a randomized scheduling-routing component with imperfections.
Theorem 2: For any generic cross-layer scheme, there exists finite constants, , such that: For any for which we have
where and .
Proof:
The proof utilizes the Lyapunov-based analysis and the technique introduced in [31] together with Theorem 1. Recall that and that the definition of the Lyapunov function introduced in Theorem 1 is:
. Then, by using the same arguments as in the derivation of (16) and (17), it can be shown that for some finite constants that were introduced in the Proof of Theorem 1. Next, we add and subtract and rearrange the terms to get We use Lemma 1 in the previous expression to get (11) where the last inequality follows from the application of Theorem 1 to (11). Next, we take the expectation of both sides of the inequality to eliminate the conditioning, and then take the telescoping sum of such -step drifts to obtain (12) (13) (14) ( 15) where we define . Noting that for all feasible and rearranging the terms in this expression, we can obtain Also noting that for each we have which, when combined with the previous inequality, yields for some when is large enough. Next, we reorganize the terms in (12)-(15) in a different way to obtain Also revoking Jensen's inequality, we have Combining these two results as letting we have where is as defined in the statement of the theorem, and is a bounded number. This completes the proof.
Theorem 2 reveals the effect of the errors and relaxation in the operation of the scheduler. In particular, we see that when and the cross-layer scheme achieves optimal performance. Also, we observe that the effect of can be detrimental unless it is significantly smaller than . In comparison, the effect of appears to be milder if it can be made small. Ideally, we would like to design schedulers with , in which case optimal performance can be guaranteed. In the next section, we propose one such scheduler that is applicable to second-order interference model, but can also be extended to higher order interference models.
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In Section III, we studied the throughput and fairness properties of a cross-layer mechanism that can be applied to a large class of interference models. We observed that a scheduler with and achieves optimal performance. In this section, we focus on the secondary interference model and outline a distributed low-complexity algorithm with these parameters. We will also note a modification to our algorithm that yields . Our approach, which inherits its main components from [42] , involves the sequential operation of two algorithms, which we refer to as PICK and COMPARE. The PICK algorithm is a randomized, distributed algorithm that yields a feasible schedule satisfying (5) in finite time. The COMPARE algorithm compares the total weights of the old schedule with the new schedule according to (6) in a distributed manner. An important feature of the COMPARE algorithm is the use of the conflict graph of the two schedules. On the conflict graph, a spanning tree can be constructed in a distributed manner and used for comparison of the weights of the two schedules in polynomial time. The conflict graph enables a natural partitioning of the network, whereby decisions can be made independently in different partitions in a distributed manner. As we will show, the operations on the conflict graph can be mapped to the actual network operations owing to the special structure of the problem.
The schedule used for packet transmissions is updated at the beginning of each stage. Throughout a stage, packet transmissions are performed according to the schedule updated at the beginning of that stage. In parallel with the packet transmissions, PICK and COMPARE algorithms are implemented. Since the same medium is shared, the data packet transmissions can collide with the control messages generated by these algorithms. To prevent such collisions, time is divided into two intervals, namely the control signaling interval (CSI), during which control messages are locally communicated, and the data transmission interval (DTI), during which data packets are transferred (see Fig. 1 ). Notice that both PICK and COMPARE algorithms operate during CSI, while queue-lengths are updated during DTI. It is assumed that all the nodes are synchronized to the same CSI/DTI division of time. This assumption can be relaxed by adding a buffer interval between CSI and DTI to accommodate propagation delays. Alternatively, the control signaling can be performed over an orthogonal channel through frequency division. Finally, we assume that each transceiver can perform carrier sensing during transmission without the need to decode its reception. 5 It is important to note that in our algorithm the overhead introduced by the control signaling can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the length of a stage to a high enough value. This fact follows from the fixed amount of control messages required by our algorithm per stage. Thus, the number of control messages versus the data messages in a stage can be made negligible by increasing the stage duration. This will naturally result in slower convergence, but the stability and fairness results of Theorem 2 will continue to hold.
We assume that each node has a unique ID number picked from a totally ordered set. Let denote the ID number of node . Then, unique ID numbers can be assigned to links, denoted by for link . This assumption is essential for each node (and link) to identify its neighboring nodes (and links), and will be used in the distributed implementation of our algorithms.
A. PICK Algorithm
In this section, we present a distributed algorithm that randomly picks a feasible allocation with the property that any feasible allocation has a positive probability of being chosen as required by (5) . In the description of the algorithm, when we say a node withdraws, we mean that the node stops its search for a feasible link during the current stage, but continues to listen to other transmissions. The algorithm makes sure that each node has a positive probability of attempting transmission at the beginning of the algorithm. The idea is to send Ready-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send (CTS) packets including the ID numbers of the nodes in order to create a feasible allocation. By appending ID numbers to the RTS/CTS packets, the algorithm enables each node to have a list of those links in its local neighborhood that are picked by the algorithm.
Definition 6 (PICK Algorithm): At every node perform the following steps:
(A1) In step 1, with probability for some transmits a (RTS) message. ), and the link between and is activated; link is added to . The algorithm assures between steps (A1) and (A2a) that no two transmitters are neighboring each other; at (A2b), that no transmitter is a neighbor to a receiver; between (A3a) and (A4a), that no two receivers are neighbors. Finally, during (A4a) and (A5), the picked link is announced to the neighbors of the receiver and the transmitter, respectively.
Notice that the algorithm need not result in a maximal feasible allocation 6 at its termination. This does not influence the results of Theorem 2, but will have an effect on the rate of convergence of the algorithm. With a simple modification, the above algorithm can be extended to obtain a maximal feasible allocation and hence better convergence properties.
Proposition 1: The above PICK algorithm satisfies the following:
(i) The resulting is a feasible allocation.
(ii) It takes at most five transmissions per node to terminate.
(iii) The probability of picking any feasible allocation is at least where is the maximum degree 7 of . In particular, since is a feasible schedule, we have . (iv) At the termination, for any link all the neighbors of and are aware of 's state, i.e., know whether is in or not.
Proof:
Step (A1a) assures that if two neighboring nodes attempt to transmit, they sense each other and withdraw. In step (A2b), the event that more than one neighbors of a node are attempting to transmit is detected, and in that event, all of the transmitters withdraw from transmission in step (A3c). Finally, step (A3b) guarantees that two neighbors do not become receiving ends of two different links. Thus, all the events that leads to interfering links are eliminated in these steps, and the resulting allocation must be feasible, which proves (i). Claim (ii) follows immediately from the construction of the algorithm.
To prove Claim (iii), note that if the initially picked set of links in steps (A1) and (A2a) happen to be feasible, they are not eliminated throughout the algorithm because the algorithm is designed to eliminate only those links that interfere with each other. Thus, we are interested in finding a lower bound on the probability of picking a given feasible schedule, say at the start. Thus, we need to have exactly nodes, one from each link in choose to transmit in step (A1) (which happens with probability , and all the remaining nodes must be silent (which happens with probability ). If each of those nodes which chose to transmit, picks its outgoing link that lies in for transmission in step (A2a) (which happens with probability ), then the resulting schedule will be exactly . Hence, the probability that PICK yields a given feasible schedule is where the last step follows from . Claim (iv) follows from the fact that the links that are activated are announced to neighboring nodes via the message (CTS, ), and therefore all the neighbors know the IDs of the activated links in their two-hop neighborhood.
We note that this algorithm does not depend on the queuelengths, which greatly simplifies its implementation, because no queue-length information exchange is necessary between neighboring nodes. Furthermore, due to part (iii), the best allocation must also have a positive probability. This fact together with parts (i)-(iii) prove that the algorithm is actually sufficient for Theorem 2 to hold. At the end of PICK, gives a feasible allocation, that is known only locally. In particular, due to part (iv) of Proposition 1, every node knows those links of its neighbors that are in .
B. COMPARE Algorithm
In this section, we propose and analyze a distributed algorithm that compares the total weight associated with two feasible schedules, and , with local control signal transmissions and choose the one with the larger weight as the schedule to be used during the next stage. We note that this algorithm also applies to interference models other than the secondary interference model. In the following, we will omit the time index for ease of presentation.
The algorithm relies on constructing the conflict graph associated with and , which contains information about interfering links in the two schedules. The conflict graph of and can be generated as follows: 8 Each link in corresponds to a node in the conflict graph, and if links and interfere with each other, an edge is drawn between the nodes corresponding to and in the conflict graph. Note that since both and are feasible schedules, no two links in the same schedule ( or ) can interfere with each other, i.e., there is no edge between two nodes of the same schedule in . Every node in can compute its own weight [as defined in (3)] and has a list of its neighbors in by part (iv) of Proposition 1. We will develop the algorithms using the conflict graph and show at the end of this section that the special structure enables us to map the operations to the graph .
Our COMPARE Algorithm is composed of two procedures that are implemented consecutively: FIND SPANNING TREE and COMMUNICATE & DECIDE. The FIND SPANNING TREE procedure finds a spanning tree for each connected component of in a distributed fashion. Then, the COMMUNICATE and DECIDE procedure exploits the constructed tree structure to communicate and compare the weights of the two schedules in a distributed manner.
To illustrate the definitions and operation of the algorithms, we consider the grid network depicted in Fig. 2 . In this network, nodes are located on the corner points of a grid, and each interior node has four links incident to it. To demonstrate the construction of the conflict graph, suppose we are given two feasible schedules, and . In the figure, solid bold links belong to schedule while dashed bold links are in . We use dash-dotted thin lines to connect the links of the two schedules that interfere with each other. In general, it is not necessary that the conflict graph be connected. For example, in Fig. 2 , we observe six disconnected components. The conflict graph corresponding to the largest connected component is given in Fig. 3 , where links in are drawn as circular dots, while links in are drawn as square dots.
Remark 1: Disconnected components of the conflict graph can decide on which schedule to use, independent of each other. This is possible because by construction of the conflict graph the resulting schedule is guaranteed to be feasible even if the choices of two disconnected components are different. This decomposition contributes to the distributed nature of the algo- 8 We use N ;L to denote the cardinalities of N ; L . Also, we will refer to G (S; R) simply as G for convenience. rithm. Namely, the size of the graph within which the comparison is to be performed is likely to be reduced. Notice that with this approach, the chosen schedule may be a combination of the two candidate schedules, and because different connected components may prefer different schedules. This merging operation will result in a schedule that is better than both and .
Based on this remark, henceforth our algorithm will focus on the decision of a single connected component.
1) FIND SPANNING TREE Procedure:
The object of the FIND SPANNING TREE procedure is to find, in a distributed fashion, a spanning tree for each of the connected components in the conflict graph. In our model, every node in the conflict graph corresponds to an undirected link in the original graph and has a unique ID. 9 In order to compare two link IDs, we use lexicographical ordering. 10 Our distributed FIND SPANNING TREE procedure is based on token generation and forwarding operations. For the construction of a spanning tree, at least one token needs to be generated within each connected component. This can be guaranteed by requiring every node in the conflict graph that has the lowest ID number among its neighbors to generate a token. Each token, carrying the ID of its generator, performs a depth-first traversal (cf. [9] ) within the connected component to construct a span-ning tree. This token progressively adds nodes into its spanning tree while avoiding the construction of cycles. An example is depicted in Fig. 3 for the largest connected component of Fig. 2 .
The above procedure focuses on the operation of a single token generated at one of the nodes within the connected component. In general, there may be multiple tokens generated within the same connected component. Each token attempts to form its spanning tree labeled with its ID number (i.e., the ID number of the token's generator). Since only one spanning tree is required at the end of the procedure, our algorithm is designed to keep the spanning tree with the smallest ID number while eliminating the others. This elimination is performed when the token of a spanning tree enters a node that has already been traversed by another token. If the incoming token has smaller ID, then the token ignores the previous token and continues the construction of its tree, and if its ID is larger, then it is immediately deleted. We have the following proposition for this algorithm.
Proposition 2: Consider the conflict graph and let denote the maximum degree of . The FIND SPANNING TREE Procedure finds a spanning tree of all components of the conflict graph in time 11 , and with message exchanges for each . Also, at the termination of the procedure, every node has a list of its neighbors in the constructed spanning tree.
Proof: To prove that the constructed subgraph by the smallest token is in fact a spanning tree, we need to show that every node is in the formed subgraph, and that the subgraph contains no cycles. To argue that every node must be in the subgraph, let us assume, to arrive at a contradiction, there is a node, say that is not in the subgraph but is within the connected component. If any of 's neighbors had held the token at any time, then it must have attempted to forward the token to before it sends the token back to its parent. However, if a token attempt is made to , it will ACCEPT it because it is the first time it encounters such an attempt. This argument implies that none of the neighbors of can be in the subgraph. If the same arguments are made repeatedly, this implies that the whole subgraph must be empty. However, we know that the node that generates the token is in the subgraph by default. Hence, we get a contradiction, and the subgraph must contain every node within the connected component. The argument that the subgraph contains no cycles follows from the fact that every node ACCEPTs only those token transmissions that do not form a cycle. Thus, the resulting subgraph must be acyclic.
The procedure is constructed so that whenever a token with a larger ID crosses any node of the spanning tree being constructed by a token with a smaller ID, the token with the larger ID along with its spanning tree is eliminated. By definition, a spanning tree has to contain every node and thus all the tokens must meet with the spanning tree of the smallest token sometime. Therefore, by the end of the procedure, only the spanning tree of the smallest token survives.
To compute the complexity, we take into account the complexity of resolving potential collisions of tokens. It is not difficult to see that each such collision can be resolved in message exchanges. Since an operation of operations must be performed for times, we need time for the operation to complete. However, each node will only transmit messages in the process only when it is receiving and transmitting a token. Since, there are at most tokens in the system, the number of messages transmitted by each node is . We note that the FIND SPANNING TREE procedure that we described here is deterministic and achieves in the context of the generic cross-layer scheme of Definition 3. Alternatively, a randomized gossip style mechanism can be used that yields (see [30] ). Theorem 2 can be used to understand the fairness characteristics of both approaches.
2) COMMUNICATE and DECIDE Procedure: We use the spanning tree formed on the conflict graph to compare weights. The idea is to convey the necessary information from the leaves up to the root of the tree (i.e., COMMUNICATE Procedure) so that the schedule with the higher weight is chosen [cf. (6) ], and then send back the decision to the leaves (i.e., DECIDE Procedure). The COMMUNICATE and DECIDE procedure can be explained in two parts as follows.
COMMUNICATE: The leaves communicate their weights to their parents. If the parent is in it adds its weight to the sum of the weights announced by its children. If, on the other hand, it is in it subtracts its weight from the sum of its children's weights. The resulting value becomes the new weight of the parent. Then, the parent acts as a leaf with the updated weight in the next iteration. This recursive update is repeated until the root is reached.
DECIDE: At the end of COMMUNICATE, the weight of the root of the spanning tree will be . Depending on whether the root's weight is positive or negative, the root decides or respectively, as the better schedule, and broadcasts its decision down the tree.
An example of this procedure is provided in Fig. 4 for the spanning tree given in Fig. 3 . We have the following complexity result for this procedure.
Proposition 3: Consider the conflict graph and let denote the maximum degree of . The COMMUNICATE and DECIDE procedure correctly finds the schedule with the larger weight in time. Proof: The algorithm is designed so that when node transmits its current sum to its parent, the value of the sum is the difference of the weights of schedule and only for the subtree rooted at . Thus, the sum at the root of the spanning tree is the difference of two weights of schedule and . The decision is a simple comparison of the sign of this sum. This decision is broadcast to the children of the root, and hence all the nodes in the connected component knows about the better schedule and can switch to it by the end of the procedure. The depth of the spanning tree can be at most , and each collision resolution operation can take at most time. Thus, the whole algorithm terminates in time. Notice that the complexity results in the propositions are given in terms of . We can translate them into bounds on through the following inequalities: . Thus, combining Propositions 1-3 with Theorem 2 yields the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The distributed implementations of PICK and COMPARE Algorithms designed for the secondary interference model asymptotically achieve throughput-optimality and fairness with time and message exchanges per node, per stage. We conclude the section with a few important remarks.
Remark 2: The algorithms we develop in this section operate over the conflict graph . The transformation of these operations into operations in the actual graph would be difficult for a general conflict graph. However, in our scenario the graph has a special structure that enables the mapping. The critical observation is that transmissions within a feasible schedule has no interference. Thus, links that form and can perform operations in by partitioning CSI (cf. Fig. 1 ) into two disjoint time intervals. During the first interval, only links that make up communicate, while in the second interval only nodes that make up communicate. The operation of each link can easily be mapped into operations at its two end nodes by assigning one node to each operation, who will then coordinate the operation. With such a separation of time, the operations described for the conflict graph can be translated into operations in the actual network.
Remark 3: Recall from Remark 1 that the conflict graph is likely to be composed of multiple disconnected components, which increases the distributed nature of the algorithms. Even though we did not pursue this direction here, this likelihood can be increased by dynamically modifying the activation probabilities, in the PICK Algorithm so that the picked schedule has more disconnected components. This way, the localized nature of the algorithm can be improved.
VI. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we provide simulation results for the distributed algorithms developed in Section V for the grid topology (see Fig. 2 ). We use the notation to refer to the node at the row and column of the grid. Throughout, we simulate utility functions of the form which corresponds to weighted proportionally fair allocation (see [23] and [40] ).
We first consider a network of size 6 6, with four flows: Flow-1 from to , Flow-2 from to , Flow-3 from to , and Flow-4 from to . Here, we are interested in the evolution of the throughputs of each flow for and for each . The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 5 . We observe that the throughputs of the flows converge to different values depending on their source-destination separation. For example, Flow-2 achieves the highest throughput since its source is only two hops from its destination. The fluctuations in the evolutions are due to the random nature of the algorithm, which tracks the queue-length evolutions.
Next, we simulate a 10 10 network with two flows: Flow-1 from to , and Flow-2 from to . Here, we focus on the throughputs achieved for the flows as a function of with varying for each flow. We aim to observe the mean flow rates as functions of and . Notice that each combination corresponds to a different weighting for the weighted-proportionally fair allocation. Thus, for a fixed the throughputs corresponding to different combinations actually outline the rate region that the algorithm achieves for that . Then, as grows Theorem 2 implies that this region grows at a decreasing rate, until it converges to the stability region .
We performed simulations for varying from 10 to 100, and ranging from to with at each intermediate point. The simulation results are provided in Fig. 6 . We observe that for a given , the rate region is a convex region. Also, as grows, the region expands at a decreasing rate agreeing with our expectations. We further note that with this algorithmic method, the stability region of a wireless network, which is otherwise difficult to find, can be determined with high accuracy.
While our work focuses on optimizing the long-term network utilization metric, we note that, for many applications, delay is just as important a metric to optimize. We note that the interference-limited nature of the medium along with the randomized implementations are causes of delay degradations. Our simple, randomized algorithm is quite general and is oblivious to network structure and scheduling constraints. Any low-complexity algorithm with such generality is unlikely to achieve low delay [10] . Yet, there is potential for delay performance improvements, which constitutes the motivation for our ongoing works in this direction. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We provided a framework for the design of distributed crosslayer algorithms for full utilization of multihop wireless networks. To that end, we first described a generic schedulingrouting-congestion control mechanism that allows for various imperfections and relaxations in its operation which facilitates the design of distributed implementations. We studied the stability and fairness characteristics of the generic cross-layer algorithm and explicitly characterized the effect of different type of imperfections on its performance. We saw that certain types of imperfections are more detrimental than others, which revealed the critical components in the design of algorithms.
Based on this foundation, we developed specific distributed algorithms for the secondary interference model. For this model, existing throughput-optimal strategies require that an NP-hard problem be solved by a centralized controller at every time instant. In this work, we showed that this is not necessary, and full utilization of the network can be achieved with distributed algorithms having only polynomial communication and computational complexity.
An important by-product of our approach is the use of the developed cross-layer algorithms to find (with high accuracy) the stability region of ad hoc wireless networks, which are otherwise difficult to characterize.
APPENDIX
We defined the notion of capacity (stability) region in Definition 2. A characterization of this region in terms of flow conservation and feasibility constraints is provided by Tassiulas and Ephremides in their seminal work [43] , which is reproduced in the following proposition to be used in the Proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 4: Let be a given network and be the set of feasible allocations. The capacity (or stability) region of the network is given by the set of vectors for which there exists for all and such that both the flow conservation constraints at the nodes and the feasibility constraints are satisfied, i.e.:
(C1) For all and we have (C2) . 12 Proof of Theorem 1: Before the start the proof, we note that it closely follows the technique of [29] , except that it is extended to multihop flows and more general arrival processes. The multihop extension adds a routing component to the mechanism and add some technical complications to the proof. More importantly, in this work we further include congestion control (cf. Theorem 2) into the framework of [29] to investigate the fairness characteristics of the joint congestion control, scheduling, and routing mechanism.
We first derive an upper bound on the single-step mean drift of the Lyapunov function, for a given .
where denotes the amount of unused service by node to transmit packets of type in slot . Note that can be nonzero only when is low. Also, since the service rate over each link is upper-bounded by one, must also be upper-bounded by the maximum degree of the network. First, we show that (17) is upper-bounded.
where, in the last step, we used the fact that and that . Next, we study (16) . We can rewrite it in inner-product form after cancelations (18) where is a finite constant since: The service rate into or out of any node is bounded by , and the second moment of the arrival process is assumed to be bounded.
Next, we study the expectation in (18) in further detail. We omit the time index in the following derivation for notational convenience: (19) where is chosen according to (4) . Since Proposition 4 implies that there exists a nonnegative vector such that:
, and which can be written compactly as in vector form, where is a vector of all ones. Substituting this into the first inner product in (19) yields.
Note that where follows from (4) . Substituting this in the previous expression yields where the last inequality follows from the fact that for all . We substitute this upper bound in (19) with the new notation: and and .
We use this bound in (18) and bound the -step mean drift as (20) 
To bound (20) note that (22) where the first inequality follows from the fact that in a single time slot, each queue can change by at most a bounded value, and therefore there exists a constant such that for any . Next, we are interested in upper-bounding (21) . For notational convenience, let us define . Hence, we are interested in upper-bounding . To that end, let us define and Thus, is the first slot after when the randomly picked schedule according to (5) is equal to the optimum schedule, and (6) is satisfied; is the first slot after when the condition in (6) is violated. Note that in the interval between and , the system is well behaved, and no undesired event such as that in (6) occurs. Finally, let us define as the remaining time after until the end of slots, if any. The idea is to show that if is sufficiently large, the duration between and will dominate the interval of duration . Next, we make this argument rigorous.
First note that for any we have
Next, note that at we have due to (6) . This is the same as
Using the fact that when the system is well behaved (i.e., event (6) does not occur), we can further upper-bound for as where the last step follows from the sum of the previous two differences being upper-bounded by . Hence, we can write Note that we have since can be bounded by a geometric random variable with parameter . Also, note that where the last step follows from union bound. Therefore, we have the lower bound which implies . Thus, we can write Substituting (22) in (20) , and the previous upper bound into ( 
21) yields
Letting we have where and are bounded positive valued numbers for the selected . This completes our proof.
